Council of Finance
Hearing Date: March 3, 2017
10:00am-1:00pm
Student Lounge, S204

Hearing Time   10:15am
Organization   SHRM

Hearing Time   10:30am
Organization   Project Engineers

Hearing Time   10:45am
Organization   Asian Student Association

Hearing Time   11:00am
Organization   American Marketing Association

Hearing Time   11:15am
Organization   Omega Delta Phi

Hearing Time   11:30am
Organization   Emeralds

Hearing Time   11:45am
Organization   Geological Society

Hearing Time   12:00pm
Organization   UHD International Business Association

Hearing Time   12:15pm
Organization   Data Analytics

Hearing Time   12:30pm
Organization   ISA

Hearing Time   12:35pm
Organization   Gamma Iota Sigma